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And I owe it all to you
This change must fall on your
Change for everyone else and you'll do things
backwards
Nothing works out itself

Move on
So stop running away
I can feel you cause your feet are keeping time with me
How could anyone choose to live this way
In the past they won't escape
We are the same you and me
No direction and a steady pace
Some of us don't choose to live this way
Maybe the best part of you was waiting for your past to
die

This change must fall on your
Change for everyone else and you'll do things
backwards
Nothing works out itself
Move along

Today one step can lead to many
And I want you to run in time with me not away
It's so much easier to just breathe in the air than it is to
exist in it

Sometimes we carry ourselves only as dead weight
Sometimes it takes your whole world falling apart
To really know what you stand for
What do you stand for
Life falls apart but did you ever see where every piece
could land
Maybe pieces of you were preplanned to fall apart
So they could fall together
So they fall in place for someone else

And you said that you needed a voice
And I needed a reason
To believe
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Believe in yourself because you are the same as me
No one every changes if they don't change for
themselves
You're not alone
How are we supposed to live
How are we supposed to breathe
How are we supposed to carry on with all of this buried

This change must fall on you
Change for everyone else and you'll live your life
backwards
I understand you
You're not evil despite what they may say
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